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As the higher education sector 
finds itself struggling under a heavy 

course load—short-term admissions 
problems made worse by a systemic 

financial crisis—leading-edge universities 
are studying up on CRM

| By Christopher Musico

t he University of California (UC) state school system
seemed to have a happy circumstance with its Fall 2009
freshman admissions. Approximately 127,000 students

applied, a 5 percent rise over Fall 2008. Consequently, the
admission rate dropped to 72.5 percent, the lowest in a decade,
according to UC’s statistics. You’d think this was good news,
enabling UC to pick the best of the best, the crème de la crème.

A closer look, though, finds the UC system facing some
innate problems. With the recession hitting California 
particularly hard, the UC board of regents decided in January
2009 to reduce freshman enrollment by 2,300 students, or 6

percent. Combine that with UC’s policy of guaranteed accept-
ance for California-resident students achieving a particular mix
of test scores and grade point average, and you have a recipe
for potential disaster. According to information provided by
UC, the school system will still offer admission to every qual-
ified California student—but not necessarily at each student’s
particular campus of choice. This will be the case for 
approximately 10,000 students.

With the sheer number of applicants and the juggling
required this year, UC admissions officers may be feeling a bit
like Bluto from Animal House. But Tim Copeland, a practice
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manager with the strategic services
group at Wayne, Pa.–based higher edu-
cation CRM solution provider SunGard,
contends that these are precisely the sit-
uations CRM was designed for. “CRM
fits this perfectly,” he says. “How do we
better target, understand, and respond
to the people who matter most? The
technology is the enabler, understanding
what our strategy is to answer that
question.”

Welcome to the new age of CRM in
education. While many programs are still
targeting the same old issues—the 360-
degree view of each student, for exam-
ple—the collision of economic recession
and advanced technologies may provide
an opportunity for CRM to tackle prob-
lems that require more nuance. Nicole
Engelbert, lead analyst for vertical tech-
nologies at Datamonitor, says these prob-
lems will continue to evolve in 2010,
thanks to the start of a demographic shift
that will see a decade-long decline in the
size of the college-age cohort.“Institutions
are going to have to be much, much
smarter and targeted in their admissions
process,”she says.“They’ll have to be more
proactive in retention efforts.”

The essential message? Optimize and
streamline processes. Sound familiar?
Good, Copeland says: “People don’t real-
ize that higher education is a business.
Our colleges and universities, in terms of
financial resources, are quite large com-
panies. From an outsider’s point of view,
they don’t always understand the pull of
how to invest resources…[but] it has to
be run like a business.”

Some schools are already at the head
of the class, having studied up on CRM
and made it their own. The challenges
may differ, but the end goal is the same:
improving business processes so that the
customers—in this case, students—get
the best these institutions of learning
have to offer.

MARKET OVERVIEW 101
Engelbert says that, despite the recession,
all indications point to higher education
spending more over the short term in
CRM and related technology invest-

ments. “It will be an increasingly impor-
tant solution [for this segment],” she says.

Engelbert projects information tech-
nology revenue from CRM solutions in
the United States, United Kingdom,
Germany, France, and Australia will
grow from $184.9 million in 2007 to
$324.5 million in 2012—but she says
she wouldn’t be surprised if that fore-
cast became even rosier.“I anticipate the
number will only go up,” she predicts.
“Of all the things institutions are likely
to cut or scale back on [in terms of] in-
vestments, CRM is unlikely to be one.”

While the market need is still there, the
rationale for the purchases may not be. In
our Market Focus coverage of this space
last year (“Making CRM Mandatory for
University Administration,”August 2008)
we noted a trend among many institu-
tions to take a more organizationwide
view of students—recruiting, retention,
and development. Engelbert sees a slow-
down in that approach due to a looming
fire that may yet torch the admissions
office. “Right now, the superhot spot is
recruitment,” she says.

In the immediate term, this is happen-
ing in different ways for public and private
institutions. Many public colleges and
universities are seeing a massive uptick in
applications because of their more-
attractive price point—something that
puts many parents’ minds at ease, but can
cause a logistical headache for the schools.

Engelbert says some community colleges,
which have extremely open standards for
admission, are holding 6 a.m. classes to
accommodate the influx of students.

But every institution will have to figure
out how to deal with and sort through an
increased number of applications, iden-
tifying the right students to make up the
incoming class,“and doing so in the most
equitable way possible without compro-
mising on service in an environment
where many institutions are being told to
do more with less,” Engelbert says. “This
nexus of pain points screams out for a
CRM solution to ensure they are still con-
ducting good relationship management
with students, and putting together auto-
mated workflows to ensure they are being
as productive as possible. This means
using analytics to put together the right
class of students.”

Private colleges and universities are
suffering from an entirely different
recession-related problem. With signifi-
cantly higher price tags and unpre-
dictable levels of financial aid, private
schools “are wandering in the dark in
terms of understanding who is likely to
actually enroll on campus,” Engelbert
says. Parents worried about job stability
may be more reluctant to send a child off
to a private school they may not be able
to afford a couple of months down the
road. “These institutions are looking for
data, insight, indicators, and triggers to
understand how likely a student is to put
down a deposit and ultimately show up
in the fall,” she says. “In this trying envi-
ronment, how can they communicate a
value message that sets [themselves]
apart from their public counterparts?”

The sum total of these problems calls
for CRM in the admissions office, and
Engelbert says she sees early indications
of a shift away from enterprisewide—or
student life cycle—approaches. Schools,
she says, “need to put the fire out first in
the admissions office.”

In the short term, that may be a good
idea, but SunGard’s Copeland warns
that it can create even more work once a
school’s incoming class is confirmed.“As
we talk with our customers, they are just
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as hot on what we’re able to do to help
them with retention issues as much as
the front-end acquisition of students,”
he insists. “There are some out there
who have prospective students fill out
admissions forms that have to be keyed
into another system. If that’s standalone,
maybe they can build a good relation-
ship…but then when that student enters
the institution, the chasm starts all over
again as a new system takes over. From
a technological standpoint, if you have
the data [entered] once then work with
it for the entire life cycle—step out of the
strategic and into the tactical.”

PROCESS OPTIMIZATION 201
University of Pennsylvania’s Annenberg
School for Communication is a small yet
highly regarded graduate school in the
field of communications. According to
Joanne Murray, the program’s assistant
dean for graduate studies, the school only
accepts 5 percent to 8 percent of those who
apply each year—a nice problem to have.
“We’re lucky to have more interest than the
ability to admit people,” she says. “It’s the
opposite of what other schools are trying
to do right now. My job is to keep us
there.”

The only way to do that, in her eyes, was
to revamp the way Annenberg handled
recruitment and admissions. Murray
explains that while the school is well
known within its field, the program is
actually an extremely interdisciplinary
one. “It’s harder for people to find,” she
says.“We used to do graduate recruitment
fairs and such, but for an English major in
a rural area…there was no way to get to
that person. From my perspective, CRM
leveled the playing field for us, and gave us
the ability to conduct a more even-handed
outreach.”

Beyond outreach, the prior dean of the
school used to travel a great deal, and
respond to email and phone inquiries
about the school.Afterward, though, those
conversations were deleted. From a cus-
tomer service point of view, Murray says
that needed to be rectified.“We wanted to
have the ability to track who we send the
information to, what we sent, and any

questions they wanted to have answered so
we could follow up,” she says. “The only
way to do that is through good customer
service. Just because we have heavy inter-
est doesn’t mean we get to be rude.”

When Murray began her search for a
CRM solution, the first stop was the ven-
dor powering University of Pennsylvania’s
enterprisewide solution. She declines to
name the vendor, but says she quickly
decided that her tiny school needed its
own system.“My goal was to give the best
customer service possible,” she says. “I
wanted to use a system, but didn’t want the
end user to feel he was being processed by
a machine. The university package didn’t
give us the flexibility to tailor communica-

tions and have multiple communication
tracks to make it feel like a one-on-one
conversation.”

Looking for a right-sized CRM solution,
Murray decided on Intelliworks, a
Rockville, Md.–based on-demand vendor
focusing on the higher education sector.
According to Todd Gibby, Intelliworks’
chief executive officer and president, more
programs within universities are choosing
to forgo enterprisewide systems in favor of
one that suits specific needs. (Check out
“All Schools Are Not Created Equal,” page
27, for more.)

What attracted Murray most to Intelli-
works’ offering was its ease of use—she
freely admits she’s not trained in informa-

Avoid Implementation Probation

Don Reece, information technology director for Win-

nipeg, Manitoba–based Pembina Trails School Dis-

trict, and Christopher Akin, associate director of IT

for the University of South Florida, may not share the same

student population—or country—but they both have tips

for colleagues looking to implement CRM solutions for their own schools. 

• Process before product. “Software tools are great and you certainly

need a good one in your back pocket, but they are only as good as the

processes, procedures, and upfront planning put into it,” Akin says.

• Get upper-level buy-in. “If you try to implement a CRM solution where

you don’t have backing or everyone isn’t on board with it, it won’t work

as well,” he warns. “It will be a struggle.”

• Read between the lines. “Take a close look at licensing costs included,”

Reece stresses. “Are you going to be charged extra for voicemail and

[session-initiated protocol] paging? Will you be able to control your

[phone] extensions?”

• Solutions supersede compatibility. “Make sure the solution available is as

hardware-agnostic as possible so you don’t have to buy new servers [or]

switches and [you] end up purchasing a product because it is compatible

with what you have…not the greatest product overall,” Reece says.

• Push back against the class bullies. “Don’t be afraid of the Ciscos,

Nortels, and Mitels out there,” he suggests. “They tried to scare me.

Cisco [representatives] told me I didn’t want to be the guy that broke the

phone system because we bought Dell servers and they claimed Voice

over Internet Protocol would never work. It was scary, but looking back

now, I’m glad we took the risk because of our strong technical team

here. We spent 10 percent of what we would with a Cisco solution and

have a better product [from Objectworld Communications].”



tion technology—as well as the flexibility
of the system to allow her to build out
pieces one at a time. “I didn’t have to
implement the entire solution at once,”she
says.“We started out with inquiry manage-
ment when we needed it most, then
admissions, then the student piece and,
after that, alumni relations. I could keep
doing my day job while I was building this
system.”

The results speak for themselves. Since
turning to Intelliworks to bolster Annen-
berg’s efforts, the school has realized a 95

percent increase in prospects and a 125
percent increase in inquiries. While that
alone proves the system’s worth, Murray
says what she’s most satisfied with is the
fact that in the first year, the number of
completed applications jumped 29 per-
cent—from 288 in 2007 to 364 in 2008.
Not only that, Murray can now send out
surveys to applicants to determine why an
application hasn’t been completed yet—
anything from technical glitches to simple
life events. “That’s my customer service
indicator,” she stresses. “The goal wasn’t

just to make us more selective…. It has
always been to get people who start the
application to finish it and make sure that
information only goes out to people who
stand a chance of being accepted. No false
hopes.”

GRADE INFLATION
Christopher Akin, associate director of
IT for the University of South Florida
(USF), says his CRM epiphany was a
forced one. The vendor his university
had been using for incident manage-
ment was exiting the business—leaving
USF in the lurch. A new vendor, one
Akin declines to name for legal reasons,
had been chosen to deliver incident
management and CRM needs—with lit-
tle success. “We spent significant dollars
on the solution and, honestly, the soft-
ware just didn’t work,” he recalls. “We
weren’t getting a lot of help from this
large vendor, so we had to get lawyers in-
volved to get the money back…[and]
exit the contract.”

While it was a legal victory, what still
remained was the fact that his school
needed a solution—and fast. “We found
RightNow Technologies, and its solution
appealed to us at the time because it was
simple enough to deploy quickly, but
also had enough room for growth,” he
says. “Also, a big draw was that it was
100 percent Web-based.”

Because the original software was lit-
erally breaking down, Akin says the fact
that RightNow could deploy in less
than a week’s time—albeit with basic
functionality at first—was exactly what
the doctor ordered. At that time, his first
focus was on streamlining the help
desk’s online knowledge base (KB), a
self-help forum for those with technical
issues at the university, including email,
data networking, desktop software, even
telecommunications. Ironically, the ini-
tial focus on phone and email channels
actually inflated the backlog at first.

“Before RightNow, we were receiving
questions via email and phone, but it
was falling through the cracks because
we couldn’t track them well,” Akin says.
“So, when the customer didn’t hear

UC Helps Teachers with ABCs

While much is written about the effect that CRM solutions can

have in the halls of higher education, there are plenty of primary

and secondary schools also utilizing CRM to help streamline and

improve operations, argues David Schenkel, chief technology officer of uni-

fied communications (UC) vendor Objectworld Communications. 

“A lot of school boards want this unified messaging capability,” Schenkel

stresses. “We’re finding that, on average, 25 to 30 percent of all employees

are part-time or contractors of some kind.” 

The problem with that, he argues, is when parents must contact those

part-time employees, there is no formal extension or identification in a

phone system to look them up as there would be for full-time teachers and

workers. He insists that solutions similar to the ones his company offers can

eliminate the concern. “We offer a user-centric solution that can enter them

in like a regular user so you can dial by name or number,” he says. “It saves

a huge amount of time and energy in the school.”

At the core, schools just want to have the same capabilities other

businesses take for granted—including communication-enabled processes.

“If you can automate processes in schools and leverage data in your back-

end database system, you can make emergency calls, provide information

when people call in, [and]…simple information so they don’t have to

speak to a secretary during school hours,” Schenkel says.

This also means looking at teachers just like any other workers

wanting to have mobile connections to their place of employ-

ment. “Just allowing when people call in…standard features

like dial by name, find-me/follow-me capability,

and allowing the teacher to control

whether calls [are] forwarded to their

home phone, cell, or both…it makes life a

lot easier,” he says. “A teacher is the same

as any modern business user; allowing

them to get the same features and

functionality is important.”



back, they would put in another request
and it would keep growing. This all but
disappeared in the first six months….
We cleaned it all out and got caught up.”

Alleviating the backlog allowed Akin
to eliminate two full-time help-desk
positions even though the student pop-
ulation had increased by 10 percent.
The KB was also expanded, growing to

more than 100 answers, while the vol-
ume of emails and phone calls to the
help desk dropped 20 percent. The
success led Akin to solicit RightNow to
help create Ask USF, which answers a
wide range of questions about registra-
tion, finances, and student life. In the
past three years, Ask USF has provided
450,000 answers to students, saving

USF approximately $500,000.
Not surprisingly, that result has

spurred what Akin calls a “chain reac-
tion” among other departments. “Being
a very large metropolitan university, it
has spread like wildfire,” he says. “We’ve
put all of the university’s internal busi-
ness processes on it, and there’s another
installation for faculty and staff.” Next
on the horizon is using RightNow’s
higher education offering to help the
university’s graduate business program
better market and recruit students.

It’s a far cry from what Akin’s inter-
nal group was first faced with. “In a
large company environment like ours,
we used to have to pass a piece of paper
around to get something done,” he re-
calls. “Now we can automate, save
money, be more efficient…and not
have as many people having to touch
the process.”

SENIOR SEMINAR: WEB 2.0
Despite the current economic envi-
ronment and admissions blitz under-
pinning many schools’ short-term
thinking, there is a push among many
in higher ed to take advantage of social
networking technologies to better tar-
get—and market to—prospective and
current students. “Typically higher edu-
cation is years behind the corporate
sector [in terms of CRM],” Datamoni-
tor’s Engelbert says. “But this segment
is [integrating] social networking…as a
new arrow in [its] multichannel quiver,
which is great news. Institutions are
recognizing that Facebook and Twitter
are communication channels that
should be leveraged.”

Murray already has plans to dip Annen-
berg’s toe into the Facebook pool, with the
help of an Intelliworks integration still in
beta. “I’m building an Annenberg School
fan page, and we’ll have the application
from Intelliworks built into it so when
people ask questions on the page, it’ll go
back into my CRM system,” she says. “It’s
more of a two-way street as opposed to
me sending out one-way emails…. There
can be more interaction.”

Intelliworks’ Gibby explains that the

All Schools Are Not Created Equal

As noted earlier, Joanne Murray, assistant dean

for graduate studies at the University of Penn-

sylvania’s Annenberg School for Communica-

tion, implemented Intelliworks’ CRM offering to help

improve its process of recruiting students and determining which applicants

will make the final cut. Keep in mind that Intelliworks is not the CRM

provider for the overall University of Pennsylvania system. 

While Murray could not disclose the vendor that powers UPenn’s system, it

does raise a question to anyone who has leafed through the pages of this

magazine: Is it good business sense to have separate CRM systems within the

same institution? Doesn’t this reinforce silos rather than break them down?

Todd Gibby, chief executive officer and president of Intelliworks, offers a

slightly different perspective. “In a highly centralized environment, that

observation would be correct,” he says. “Many campuses and institutions

have a more decentralized approach. The graduate programs operate in an

autonomous way from undergraduate [ones], and in that type of clashing

system the sharing of data isn’t necessarily the number one priority.”

There are other instances, though, in which the sharing of data is critical,

such as in student information systems that could use, say, Oracle

PeopleSoft as an enterprisewide system of record. “But as a prospect man-

agement tool, a marketing tool to engage prospective students, those

aren’t getting the job done at a program and department level,” argues

Dan Obregon, director of marketing for Intelliworks.

Nicole Engelbert, lead analyst for vertical markets technology at Datamoni-

tor, says that she expects to see separate CRM systems for executive/profes-

sional programs or continuing education initiatives because “the top-of-mind

CRM for higher education solutions have focused fairly exclusively on tradi-

tional undergraduate admissions. Admission to a graduate or nontraditional

program is very different than that of undergraduate programs.”

She argues that the downside to the separate systems is beyond just effi-

ciency or productivity—it also could cost an institution more money. “On a

per-seat basis, you get a much better deal from your CRM vendor if you come

to them with a much larger number of seats,” she points out. “You may learn

how to do it better and faster if you have a little [vendor] island here and

there, but it doesn’t make good long-term sense for the institution.”
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goal is to be platform-agnostic in terms
of social media. “A large percentage of
students have accounts in one or many
social networks, and there is a natural
story to be played out in which it is ex-
traordinarily important for relationship
management solution providers con-
nected to higher education to have a
strategy combining the best of CRM with
the strengths of social media,” he says.
“The two systems should inform one
another, and must be opened up, con-
nected, and integrated in a tight way.”

Copeland admits that social networks
are already having an impact on univer-
sity strategy, but he insists a tool is just
a tool. “We need to understand how it
supports our goals first,” he says. “How
will it connect to our strategies, and,
from a technical standpoint, are we
invested in providing an institutional
platform that can adapt and grow as dif-
ferent innovations occur?”

If these sound eerily reminiscent of the
corporate-sector issues outlined in CRM’s
June 2009 issue on Social CRM—well, you

just earned an A. That’s exactly the point,
because, as the University of California
administrators can attest, running a uni-
versity these days is no toga party. “When
people get a degree, they are in the mo-
ment and don’t view it as a large organi-
zation that has to be run like a business,”
Copeland says. “They don’t realize how
complex an organization it can be.”

Contact Assistant Editor Christopher
Musico at cmusico@destinationCRM.com.


